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Elitecom360 Inclusions 

Pre Made Niche Store 

Your website developed on the Shopify platform. The basic fees for Shopify, starting at
$39.95 per month, you are responsibility to cover this fee each month. Elitecom360
does not assume any responsibility or liability for platform-related issues. Please note
that the cost of your package solely covers the functions provided with the website
upon purchase, and any additionalfunctionality or requested changes may be subject
to charges at our discretion. The website is sold in its current state, and modifications
will incur fees as determined by us

Domain Name 

Your Domain will be transferred to you via GoDaddy. Opening an account with
GoDaddy is free of charge. Your domain name will be registered on the Shopify
platform or Godaddy, and the payment for your domain will be covered for 12 months
as part of your package

Custom Logo 

Our Graphics team will create up to 5 logos for your business and make revisions until
you are satisfied with the work. The final logos will be delivered to you in PNG and PDF
file formats. 

Online Merchant Set Up 

Our team will assist you in setting up payments on Shopify, including Stripe, as well as
help you integrate codes for Afterpay, humm, and Zip Money. Access To Over 100+
Aussie Dropshipping Suppliers We will provide you with access to a wide range of over
100+ dropshipping suppliers in Australia. You will be responsible for opening your
accounts with these suppliers this can be downloaded from the training hub a Learn
world.
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Business Facebook Account Set Up

Our team will initiate the process of creating a business Facebook account on your
behalf. Upon completion, we will transfer ownership of this account to you within a
reasonable timeframe of 5 working days from the time of purchasing a website
package.

Access To Our Online Training Hub
 
Elitecom360 offer an esteemed Online Training Hub, granting you round-the-clock
access for a duration of 1 year from the time of purchase. This comprehensive
resource provides an extensive array of video training materials and informative
content, meticulously guiding you through each stage of launching a new business. To
ensure a seamless experience, it is imperative to diligently follow the step-by-step
instructions outlined within the training hub. By completing all the modules in a
systematic manner, you will acquire the necessary knowledge and expertise to
successfully establish your own store. 

Email Online Help Desk 

Email support is provided with our packages. Please anticipate a response within 24-48
hours. Please be aware that we can only address a maximum of 7 emails per week. Any
emails exceeding this limit will not receive a response. Given the substantial volume of
emails we receive daily. 

Daily Mentor Training 

Our team will provide regular updates to the daily mentor training on a weekly basis
within Learn World. These updates will include new video content covering various
topics such as online business, marketing, and everything related to e-commerce
websites and marketing. Based on your package selection, you will have access for a
duration of 6 months, 12 months, 2 years, or 3 years. However, please note that sharing
or copying this content is strictly prohibited. 
Violating this rule may result in the removal of your access and potential banning
from future access.
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You only get access to 1 training session per week.

One On One Online Business Coaching 
Depending on your chosen package, you will have access to personalized coaching and
mentoring sessions via ScreenLeap or AnyDesk. These online tools facilitate video and
screen sharing. 
Please be aware of the following guidelines: -
 1-on-1 sessions are limited to 30 minutes to 1 hour. 
- Unused sessions within the package duration will be forfeited. 
- Sessions can only be scheduled up to 1 week in advance. 
- If you miss a session, it will be deducted from your session allowance. To cancel a
session, please provide at least 8 hours' notice

Access To Facebook , Google , Tiktok , Instagram Ads Training 

Our Facebook, Google, TikTok, and Instagram Ads Training is available through our
members' login on LearnWorld. This training is regularly updated on a monthly basis.
Depending on the package you select, you will have access for 6 months, 1 year, 2
years, or 3 years. Please note that sharing or copying this content may result in a ban
or cancellation of your login access

Business Instagram Account 
Depending on your chosen package, you will get your own business account with
followers. Please note that these accounts will be renamed to your business name. You
may experience a loss of up to 30% of your followers during this process.
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Depending on your chosen package, Elitecom360 will create Facebook and
Instagram meta ads for you. You will receive the following ad formats: single image
ad, video ad, and carousel ad. Additionally, we will provide ad copy, artwork/video
files, and demographic targeting. These assets will be placed exclusively on your
Ads Manager account. During the specified period, we allow a maximum of two
changes for a 30-day management, four changes for a three-month management,
and twelve changes for a twelve-month management. Please note if you do not use
this service or make changes in your package time frame this will be forfeit

Facebook & Instagram Ads Set UpAnd Management 

Google Shopping / Google Adwords Set Up 

Based on your selected package, our team will create and manage a Google AdWords
campaign as well as a Google Shopify campaign. Throughout the initial 30-day period,
we will provide training on the campaign setup, and you will have access to recorded
sessions for your convenience. 
Kindly note that if you do not utilize this service or make any adjustments within the
designated timeframe of your package, it will result in forfeiture

12 Months Seo Plan 

Depending on the specific package you select, our company offers comprehensive and
indepth search engine optimization (SEO) training within the members' login area.
Through this training, you will gain valuable knowledge and skills to enhance the
visibility and ranking of your website on search engines. Moreover, our dedicated team
of experts will diligently take care of all the critical SEO elements throughout the entire
website development journey, ensuring that your online presence is optimized for
maximum performance and reach. By leveraging our expertise and guidance, you can
stay ahead of the competition and effectively attract organic traffic to your website,
ultimately driving business growth and success
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Get published on Fox News Google New

Our team will create a PR article and get it published in prominent news sites such as
Digital Journal, Google News, and other partner websites like NBC, ABC, and more.
While we cannot guarantee the publication of every article, we can assure you that
your article will be published on a minimum of 100 news sites online we can’t not
published anything to do with drugs weapons adult content crypto religion.

Work with our influencers 

Depending on the package you choose, we provide you with a wide range of influential
individuals who are eager to collaborate with you. These esteemed influencers will go
above and beyond to create not just one, but up to two captivating 30-second product
reviews or mesmerising unboxing videos. To add to the allure, they will also capture
stunning accompanying photos that beautifully showcase your product from every
angle. Rest assured, these high-quality media files will be promptly delivered to you in
the industrystandard .mov and PNG formats, ensuring seamless integration into your
marketing endeavors.

Store Manager 

A dedicated store manager will be assigned to assist you with any inquiries related to
your business, providing valuable insights on online and marketing strategies. It's
important to note that the store manager's role is not to handle operational tasks such
as running your store, managing customer service, or performing additional work on
your behalf. Instead, the store manager serves as a valuable resource for bouncing
ideas, brainstorming, and leveraging their expertise to provide recommendations. You
will have access to your store manager through various communication channels,
including email, text, and phone, with a maximum of one hour per week dedicated to
your consultations
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Live chat 

Our team will integrate a live chat application called Tido onto your website. This app
enables up to 50 live chat interactions per month at no additional cost. If necessary,
Tido offers plans starting at $29.95.
Or a Free option of using shopify Inbox chat

Re-marketing Ad set Up 

Our dedicated team will take the initiative to establish a highly effective 1 times re
marketing campaign on Facebook or AdRolls. Furthermore, we will meticulously
document each step of this crucial process and provide you with a comprehensive
walkthrough. This stage holds immense significance for the success of your online
business, and we are committed to ensuring its seamless execution. 

Organic Social Media Post 

In accordance with the chosen package, our highly skilled team will adeptly create
customized social media posts. Subsequently, we will diligently arrange the scheduling
of these posts and furnish you with the corresponding PNG files for your future
application. 

Reviews 

With our Elite plan, our dedicated team will diligently curate a generous collection of
up to 100 product reviews specifically for your website. These invaluable testimonials
can be seamlessly integrated using the powerful plug-in application known as Loox,
thereby enhancing the credibility and trustworthiness of your online platform.
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Before we get started marketing 

Prior to commencing the setup process for any marketing campaigns, it is of utmost
importance to verify that you have effectively fulfilled the requirement of completing
all the training sessions provided on the LearnWord platform, which can be accessed
through the designated members' login area. We kindly advise you to take into
account that, given the intrinsic nature of marketing and advertising, we are unable to
furnish a guarantee with respect to the attainment of any financial returns arising
from your advertising endeavors. 

Got any other questions If you believe that we may have overlooked any details or if
you have further inquiries, please do not hesitate to contact us via phone or email.
We are at your disposal and eager to assist you in any way possible
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